Easy Wrap Post Wrap Installation Instructions

- Remove Easy Wrap from bag and leave assembled until you cut it to length. Trim moldings are inside one end of the Easy Wrap. Be sure to set them aside.

- Measure and cut Easy Wrap to length.

- While still laying flat with marked panel facing up (the removable side panel mark with colored ends) remove the loose side of the Easy Wrap by spreading open the end and gently lifting from one end and set it aside.

Note: If railing is being attached to the post, you will need to shim the air gap between the Easy Wrap and the post where the top and bottom rails will be attached.

- On the remaining three sided Easy Wrap apply a small bead of adhesive (comparable to Trimwelder/PVC Cement/Christie's Vinyl Adhesive) along the entire outside edge of each tongue.

- Stand the three sided Easy Wrap around the post. Stand the remaining loose side in place. Starting at the bottom press the loose panel into place and slide your hand up from bottom to top. It will snap back in place.

- Use a clean white rag to wipe away excess adhesive.

- Attach trim moldings to top and bottom using stainless steel nails.

Now that's Easy Wrap!